THE INNOVATIVE ADVENTURES OF

BRECOMAN

"BRECOMAN AND THE TOP SECRET ASSIGNMENT!"
Somewhere in the desert...

A top secret military facility is working on a project to save Earth from imminent destruction.

“Time is running out! The conveyor belts keep breaking and it’s taking too long to replace them!”

“Replace those belts, Earth is depending on us!”

“We are trying! But it’s taking too long to disassemble the machines!”

“We need help... you know who to call.”
WE JUST GOT DONE EATING LUNCH, NINA, I DON’T KNOW WHAT I WANT FOR DINNER

THE BRECOSIGNAL! LOOKS LIKE DINNER IS GOING TO HAVE TO WAIT

SOMEWHERE IN THE DESERT...BRECOSIGNAL AND NINA ARRIVE, READY FOR ACTION

“COME ON NINA, LET’S SWAP OUT THESE TIMING BELTS, THERE’S NO TIME TO WASTE!”

SLIDE

REPLACING THE EXISTING TIMING BELTS WITH PINLOCK FIELD CONNECTIONS WILL ENSURE FAST AND EASY REPLACEMENT WITH LESS DOWN-TIME

LOCK

“YOU SAVED US, BRECOSIGNAL. OUR PLANET THANKS YOU, SOLDIER!”